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The future nite-time singularities emerging in alternative gravity dark energy models are lassi-
ed and studied in Jordan and Einstein frames. It is shown that suh singularity may our even
in at spaetime for the spei hoie of the eetive potential. The onditions for the avoidane
of nite-time singularities are presented and disussed. The problem is redued to the study of a
salar eld evolving on an eetive potential by using the onformal transformations. Some viable
modied gravity models are analyzed in detail and the way to ure singularity is onsidered by in-
troduing the higher-order urvature orretions. These results maybe relevant for the resolution of
the onjetured problem in the relativisti star formation in suh modied gravity where nite-time
singularity is also manifested.
PACS numbers: 04.50.+h, 04.80.C, 98.80.-k, 11.25.-w, 95.36.+x
I. INTRODUCTION
Several assumptions of the Cosmologial Standard Model have been ruled out by the advent of the so alled
preision osmology apable of probing physis at very large redshifts. The old piture, based upon radiation and
baryoni matter, has to be revised. Beside the introdution of dark matter, needed to t the astrophysial dynamis
at galati and galaxy luster sales (i.e. to explain lustered strutures), a new ingredient is requested in order to
explain the observed aelerated behavior of the Hubble ow: the so alled dark energy. Essentially, data oming
from the luminosity distane of Ia Type Supernovae [1℄, the deep and wide galaxy surveys [2℄ and the anisotropy of
Cosmi Mirowave Bakground [3℄ suggest that the so-alled Cosmologial Conordane Model (ΛCDM) is spatially
at, dominated by old dark matter (CDM ∼ 25%) and dark energy (Λ ∼ 70%). The rst ingredient should be able
to explain the dynamis of lustered strutures while the latter, in the form of an eetive" osmologial onstant,
should give rise to the late-time aelerated expansion.
The osmologial onstant is the the most relevant andidate to interpret the osmi aeleration, but, in order to
overome its intrinsi shortomings assoiated with the energy sale, several alternative proposals have been suggested
(see reent reviews[4, 5, 6℄): quintessene models, where the osmi aeleration is generated by means of a salar eld,
in a way similar to the early time ination, ating at large sales and reent epohs [7℄; models based on exoti uids
like the Chaplygin-gas [8℄, or non-perfet uids [9℄; phantom elds, based on salar elds with anomalous signature in
the kineti term [10℄, higher dimensional theories (braneworld) [11℄. All of these models have the ommon feature to
introdue new soures into the osmologial dynamis, but, from an eonomi" point of view, it would be preferable
to develop senarios onsistent with observations without invoking extra parameters or omponents non-testable (up
to now) at a fundamental level.
Alternative theories of gravity, whih extend in some way General Relativity (GR), allows to pursue this dierent
approah (no further unknown soures) giving rise to suitable osmologial models where a late-time aelerated
expansion is naturally realized.
The idea that Einstein gravity should be extended or orreted at large sales (infrared limit) or at high energies
(ultraviolet limit) is suggested by several theoretial and observational aspets. Quantum eld theories in urved
spaetime, as well as the low-energy limit of string theory, both imply semi-lassial eetive Lagrangians ontaining
higher-order urvature invariants or salar-tensor terms. In addition, GR has been denitely tested only at Solar
System sales while it may show several shortomings, if heked at higher energies or larger sales. Besides, in the
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2opinion of several authors, the Solar System experiments are not so onlusive to state that the only reliable theory
at these sales is GR.
Of ourse modifying the gravitational ation asks for several fundamental hallenges. These models an exhibit
instabilities [12℄ or ghost - like behaviors [13℄, while, on the other side, they should be mathed with observations
and experiments in the low energy limit (in other words, Solar System tests and Parameterized Post Newtonian
(PPN) limit should reprodue the results of GR appropriately). Despite of all these issues, in the last years, several
interesting results have been ahieved in the framework of the so alled modied gravity at osmologial, galati and
solar system sales (see Refs. [14, 15℄ for review).
For example, there exist osmologial solutions that lead to the aelerated expansion of the Universe at late times
in spei models of f(R) gravity as is disovered in refs.[16, 17, 18℄. In some of realisti theories of this sort the
problems indiated in [19℄ maybe overomed[14℄.
There exist viable f(R) models that an satisfy both bakground osmologial onstraints and stability onditions
[20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 39, 40℄ as well as loal tests. Reently many works have been devoted to plae onstraints
on f(R)-models using the observations of Cosmi Mirowave Bakground anisotropies and galaxy power spetrum
[25, 26℄.
Besides, onsidering f(R)-gravity in the low energy limit, it is possible to obtain orreted gravitational potentials
apable of explaining the at rotation urves of spiral galaxies and galaxy luster haloes without onsidering huge
amounts of dark matter [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 39℄ and, furthermore, this seems the only self-onsistent way to
reprodue the universal rotation urve of spiral galaxies [33℄. On the other hand, several anomalies in Solar System
experiments ould be framed and addressed in this piture [34℄.
However, a fundamental task whih has to be faed for any alternative gravity model is to lassify singularities
whih ould emerge at nite time and propose the way to avoid it. From a physial point of view, this point is ruial
in order to ahieve viable and self-onsistent models, espeially in the possible appliations.
In this paper, we disuss the future singularities whih an, in priniple, appear in dark energy models oming from
alternative gravity theories (higher-order or non-minimally oupled gravity).
In fat, when dark energy models with the eetive equation of state parameter lose to −1 were added to the
list of admissible osmologial theories to explain the observed aelerated behavior, due to to violation of all (or
part) of energy onditions, strange features emerged in the future. For instane, it is well-known that phantom dark
energy brings the universe to nite-time Big-Rip singularity [35, 47℄. Moreover, the eetive quintessene dark energy
osmologies may end up in (softer) nite-time singularity [38, 41℄. For suh eetive quintessene dark energy models
only part of energy onditions does not work in the standard way. Nevertheless, they show up the rip singularity
behaviors whih have been lassied in Ref.[38℄.
It is lear that, qualitatively, the same situation should our also in modied gravity osmologies [14℄. Indeed, it is
quite well-known that some versions of modied gravity (like f(R)) have an eetive ideal uid desription [42℄. Hene,
preisely the same singular behavior should be typial for the (eetive phantom/quintessene) modied gravities in
future too. Indeed, it was found some time ago [36℄ that modied gravity beomes invalid (omplex theory) at the
point where mathematially-equivalent salar-tensor dark energy theory enters to the Big Rip singularity. Moreover,
the eetive phantom behavior may enter a transient phase and future singularity does not our if some higher order
terms (like R2) are added to initially phantom-like models [45℄. The same approah has been reently onsidered in
ref.[43℄ to remove the singularity in order to avoid the onjetured problems with neutron stars formation in modied
gravity.
In this paper, we want to disuss, in general, the problem of nite-time singularities and disuss some ways to avoid
them in viable models whih well-t data at loal and osmologial sales.
The layout of the paper is the following. In Set.II, we desribe, in general, the problem of nite-time singularities
in dark energy models oming from f(R) to salar-tensor modied gravities. Set. III is devoted to the onditions
for singularity avoidane in f(R)-gravity and in its salar-tensor ounterpart. In Set. IV, we disuss the singularity
problem in some physially viable f(R)-models adopting a onformal transformation approah. This method allows,
in priniple, to disriminate singularities by studying the behavior of eetive salar eld potential after dynamis
has been onformally redued to the Einstein frame. In partiular, we study the eet of adding a orretion term,
proportional to Rn with n ≥ 2, to modify the struture of the potential at large values of R and ure the singularity.
Disussion and onlusions are drawn in Set. V.
3II. FINITE-TIME SINGULARITIES IN DARK ENERGY MODELS: FROM F (R)-GRAVITY TO
SCALAR-TENSOR THEORY
Let us start with a generi ation of F (R)-gravity whih is a straightforward extension of General Relativity:
SF (R) =
∫
d4x
√−g
{
F (R)
2κ2
+ Lm
}
. (1)
Here F (R) = R + f(R) is an appropriate funtion of the salar urvature R and Lm is the Lagrangian density of
matter. By the variation over the metri tensor gµν , we obtain the fourth-order eld equations:
1
2
gµνF (R)−RµνF ′(R)− gµνF ′(R) +∇µ∇νF ′(R) = −κ
2
2
T(m)µν . (2)
In Eqs.(2), T(m)µν is the matter energy-momentum tensor. Contrating Eqs. (2) with respet to µ and ν, we obtain
the trae equation:
2F (R)−RF ′(R)− 3F ′(R) = −κ
2
2
T . (3)
To reover, formally, General Relativity, the Eq.(3) an be rewritten as
R+ 2f(R)−Rf ′(R)− 3f ′(R) = −κ
2
2
T . (4)
In order to study how nite-time singularities emerge and an be disussed, let us onsider, for the moment, lasses
of models whih are paradigmati for our purposes. For example, in ref.[22℄, a model whih easily passes loal tests
and several osmologial bounds, has been proposed:
fHS(R) = −
m2c1
(
R/m2
)n
c2 (R/m2)
n
+ 1
, (5)
or otherwise written as
fHS(R) = −λRc
(
R
Rc
)n
(
R
Rc
)n
+ 1
(6)
Here m is a proper sale and c1, c2, n and λ are dimensionless positive onstants (n is not restrited to be an
integer) and Rc is positive onstant. When the urvature is suiently large at dark energy epoh, this model an be
approximated as follows
f(R) ∼ −2Λ + α
Rn
. (7)
In ase of (5), one may identify
2Λ =
m2c1
c2
, α =
m2m+2c1
c22
. (8)
Then Eq.(4) redues to
R + 3α
(
R−n−1
) ∼ 0 . (9)
Sine the large urvature regime is onsidered, the osmologial onstant term appears as a next-to-leading order
orretion, ompared with the rst term in (9), and we neglet it. If we dene χ as
χ ≡ R−n−1 , (10)
and the FRW metri with at spatial part is hosen,
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2
∑
i=1,2,3
(
dxi
)2
. (11)
4Eq.(9) has the following form:
χ¨+ 3Hχ˙ =
1
3α
χ−1/(n+1) . (12)
Note χ = 0 orresponds to the urvature singularity R → ∞. Note that as other dark energy models with EoS
parameter around−1, the above gravitational alternative for dark energy also has the singularity as it will be explained
below. The fat that suh F (R)-gravity may show the phantom-like behavior has been established in ref.[45℄. It was
demonstrated there that aount of R2 (or similar nature term) makes the phantom phase to be transient and removes
the singularity. In priniple, the phantom phase in F (R)-gravity may end up as Big Rip-like type singularity[35℄ as
it was demonstrated in ref.[36℄.
First we onsider the lassial equation of motion:
x¨ =
1
3α
x−1/(n+1) . (13)
The dierene between the osmologial equation (12) and the lassial equation (13) is the seond term depending
on H . This seond term gives the only sub-leading ontribution, whih will be shown in the analysis from (15), where
the H dependene will be expliitly inluded and it will be shown that the result from the lassial analysis here will
be reprodued. For Eq.(13), one gets an exat solution:
x = C (t0 − t)2(n+1)/(n+2) . (14)
Here C and t0 are onstants. Note 2 > 2(n+1)/(n+2) > 1. Then x vanishes in a nite time t = t0, whih orresponds
to the urvature singularity in (13).
We now investigate the asymptoti solution when the urvature is large, that is, χ is small. As there is a urvature
singularity, one may assume
H ∼ h0 (t0 − t)−β . (15)
Here h0 and β are onstants, h0 is assumed to be positive and t < t0 as it should be for the expanding universe.
Even for non-integer β < 0, some derivative of H and therefore the urvature beomes singular. The ase β = 1
orresponds to the Big Rip singularity Fig. 1. Furthermore sine β = 0 orresponds to the de Sitter spae, whih has
no singularity, it is assumed β 6= 0. When β > 1, the salar urvature R behaves as
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Figure 1: Plot of H ∼ h0 (t0 − t)
−β
. The Big Rip singularity ours for β = 1 and t = t0 = 6.
R ∼ 12H2 ∼ 12h20 (t0 − t)−2β . (16)
On the other hand, when β < 1, the salar urvature R behaves as
R ∼ 6H˙ ∼ −6h0β (t0 − t)−β−1 . (17)
Then R diverges when β > −1 but β 6= 0.
We now onsider three ases (ompare with [37℄): 1) β = 1, 2) β > 1, 3) 1 > β > 0, and 4) 0 > β > −1 see Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Behavior of R(t) for the four ases in the text. The dash-dot line represents R for β = 1 in Eq.(18); the dashed line
is for β > 1 in Eq.(22); the dot line is R(t) for 1 > β > 0; nally, the solid line R(t) is for 0 > β > −1 in Eq.(27) respetively.
• In ase 1) β = 1, sine
R ∼ 12h
2
0 + 6h0
(t0 − t)2
, (18)
and therefore, from (10), we nd
χ ∼ (t0 − t)2(n+1) , (19)
and the l.h.s. of (12) behaves as
χ¨+ 3Hχ˙ ∼ (t0 − t)2n , (20)
but the r.h.s. behaves as
1
3α
χ−1/(n+1) ∼ (t0 − t)−2 , (21)
whih is inonsistent sine the powers of the both sides do not oinides with eah other. Therefore, β 6= 1.
• In ase 2) β > 1, we nd
R = 12H2 + 6H˙ ∼ 12H2 ∼ (t0 − t)−2β , (22)
and therefore
χ ∼ (t0 − t)2β(n+1) . (23)
In the l.h.s. of (12), the seond term dominates and the l.h.s. behaves as
χ¨+ 3Hχ˙ ∼ 3Hχ˙ ∼ (t0 − t)β(2n+1)−1 . (24)
On the other hand, the r.h.s. behaves as
1
3α
χ−1/(n+1) ∼ (t0 − t)−2β . (25)
Then by omparing the powers of the both sides, one gets
β(2n+ 1)− 1 = −2β , (26)
whih gives β = 1/(2n+ 3) but this onits with the assumption β > 1.
6• In ase 3) 1 > β > 0 or ase 4) 0 > β > −1, we nd
R = 12H2 + 6H˙ ∼ 6H˙ ∼ (t0 − t)−β−1 , (27)
and therefore
χ ∼ (t0 − t)(β+1)(n+1) . (28)
Then in the l.h.s. of (12), the rst term dominates and the l.h.s. behaves as
χ¨+ 3Hχ˙ ∼ χ¨ ∼ (t0 − t)β(n+1)+n−1 . (29)
On the other hand, the r.h.s. behaves as
1
3α
χ−1/(n+1) ∼ (t0 − t)−β−1 . (30)
Then by omparing the powers of the left-hand side and the right-hand side, the onsisteny gives
β(n+ 1) + n− 1 = −β − 1 or β = −n/(n+ 2) . (31)
This onits with the ase 3) 0 < β < 1 but is onsistent with the ase 4) 0 > β > −1. In fat, by substituting
(31) into (28), we get
χ ∼ (t0 − t)2(n+1)/(n+2) . (32)
whih orresponds to (14). Sine 0 > β > −1, this singularity orresponds to Type II in [38℄.
Thus, the sudden nite-time urvature singularity really appears in the Hu-Sawiki model.
In [38℄, there was suggested the lassiation of the nite-time singularities in the following way:
• Type I (Big Rip) : For t→ ts, a→∞, ρ→∞ and |p| → ∞. This also inludes the ase of ρ, p being nite at
ts.
• Type II (sudden) : For t→ ts, a→ as, ρ→ ρs and |p| → ∞
• Type III : For t→ ts, a→ as, ρ→∞ and |p| → ∞
• Type IV : For t → ts, a → as, ρ → 0, |p| → 0 and higher derivatives of H diverge. This also inludes the ase
when p (ρ) or both of them tend to some nite values while higher derivatives of H diverge.
Here ts, as and ρs are onstants with as 6= 0. We now identify ts with t0. The Type I orresponds to β > 1 or β = 1
ase and we have a Big Rip singularity [47℄, whereas the Type II to −1 < β < 0 ase and orresponds to the sudden
future singularity, Type III to 0 < β < 1 ase and is dierent from the sudden future singularity in the sense that ρ
diverges, and Type IV to β < −1 but β is not any integer ase.
Let us now remind that the Type II singularity has been already disussed in several dark energy models[41℄ besides
F (R)-gravity. Here we onsider several theories in the FRW spae-time with at spatial part (11). For the Type II
singularity the Hubble rate H ≡ a˙/a has the following form
H = H0 +H1 (t0 − t)γ . (33)
Here H0, H1, t0 and γ are onstants. We now hoose 0 < γ < 1. Then H is nite H → H0 in the limit of t→ t0 but
H˙ diverges as
H˙ = H1γ (t0 − t)γ−1 , (34)
whih generates the singularity in the salar urvature R sine (see Fig.(3))
R = 12H2 + 6H˙ ∼ 6H1γ (t0 − t)γ−1 . (35)
We should note that the energy density ρ is nite sine the rst FRW equation gives
ρ =
3
κ2
H2 , (36)
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Figure 3: Behavior of R as given in Eq. (35). We have assumed γ = 1
2
.
and therefore ρ→ (3/κ2)H20 <∞ in the limit t→ t0. Hene, the urvature singularity ould our even if the energy
density is nite as in some other quintessene models.
We now give an expliit example of the ideal uid whih gives the singularity in (33). First we should note that
the seond FRW equation has the following form:
p = − 1
κ2
(
2H˙ + 3H2
)
. (37)
For the Hubble rate H in (33), Eqs.(36) and (37) give
ρ =
3
κ2
(H0 +H1 (t0 − t)γ)2 , ρ+ p = −2H1γ
κ2
(t0 − t)γ−1 . (38)
Then by deleting t in the two equations of (38), we nd
ρ =
3
κ2
(
H0 +H1
(
−κ
2 (ρ+ p)
2H1γ
)γ/(γ−1))2
. (39)
Eq.(39) an be regarded as an equation of state (EoS). Conversely if we onsider the perfet uid satisfying the EoS
(39), the singularity (33) ours.
We now onsider the ourrene of singularity (33), in terms of the salar-tensor theory, whose ation is given by
S =
∫
dx4
√−g
[
1
2κ2
R − 1
2
ω(φ)∂µφ∂
µφ− V (φ)
]
, (40)
where V (φ) is the salar potential and ω(φ) is the kineti funtion, respetively. Note that for onveniene the kineti
fator is introdued. We should note that salar eld may be always redened so that kineti funtion is absorbed.
In the spatially at FRW spae-time (11), the energy density and the pressure of the salar eld is given by
ρφ =
1
2
ω(φ) φ˙2 + V (φ) , pφ =
1
2
ω(φ) φ˙2 − V (φ) . (41)
Combining the FRW equations (36) and (37) with (41), one obtains
ω(φ) φ˙2 = − 2
κ2
H˙ , V (φ) =
1
κ2
(
3H2 + H˙
)
. (42)
We now onsider the theory in whih V (φ) and ω(φ) are given by
ω(φ) = − 2
κ2
f ′(φ) , V (φ) =
1
κ2
[
3f(φ)2 + f ′(φ)
]
, (43)
8where f(φ) is a proper funtion of φ. Then the following solution is found
φ = t , H(t) = f(t) . (44)
In ase of (33), we nd
ω(φ) = −2H1γ
κ2
(t0 − φ)γ−1 , V (φ) = 1
κ2
[
(3H0 + 3H1 (t0 − φ)γ)2 +H1γ (t0 − φ)γ−1
]
. (45)
Thus, with suh potential hoie, the singularity (33) ould be easily realized and the energy density is, of ourse, nite.
It is easy to onstrut the models showing the nite future singularity in other models, say, the salar-Gauss-Bonnet
theory, non-minimal theories[46℄, et.
We now onsider what kind of salar potential an generate the singularity in the salar eld in the at spae-time
bakground. As a form of the singularity, we now assume
φ = φ0 + φ1 (t0 − t)γ . (46)
Here φ0, φ1, and γ are onstants. One may take γ to be positive but not integer. Then some derivative of the salar
eld has singularity.
In the next setion, we will rewrite the F (R)-gravity in the salar-tensor form, where the metri is resaled as given
in (53). Due to the sale transformation, the urvature singularity in the original frame of the F (R)-gravity does not
appear in the resaled metri in the the salar tensor frame. The singularity ours in the salar eld as follows from
(46). Hene, suh salar eld singularity (46) is alled nite-time singularity even in at Minkowski spae.
In the at spae-time bakground, the equation of the salar eld is given by
φ¨+ V ′(φ) = 0 . (47)
Here V (φ) is a potential of the salar eld. By substituting (46) into (47), we nd
φ1γ (γ − 1) (t0 − t)γ−2 + V ′(φ) = 0 . (48)
Sine (46) an be rewritten as
t0 − t =
(
φ− φ0
φ1
)1/γ
, (49)
by substituting the expression (49) into (48), we nd
φ1γ (γ − 1)
(
φ− φ0
φ1
)1−2/γ
+ V ′(φ) = 0 , (50)
whih gives the form of the potential as
V (φ) = V0 − φ1γ
2
2
(
φ− φ0
φ1
)2−2/γ
. (51)
Hene, it is found that nite-time singularity (46) an be realized by the potential (51) even in at spae-time. Thus,
we demonstrated that for variety of dark energy models inluding modied gravity the nite-time singularity easily
ours even in the situation when eetive EoS parameter is bigger than −1 (the eetive quintessene).
III. THE AVOIDANCE OF FINITE-TIME SINGULARITY IN MODIFIED F (R)-GRAVITY
Let us onsider the ation (1) again. By introduing the auxiliary eld A, we rewrite the ation (1) of the F (R)-
gravity in the following form:
S =
1
2κ2
∫
d4x
√−g {F ′(A) (R−A) + F (A)} . (52)
9Here we neglet the ontribution from the matter. By the variation over A, one obtains A = R. Substituting A = R
into the ation (52), one an reprodue the ation in (1). Furthermore, we resale the metri in the following way
(onformal transformation)[18℄:
gµν → eσgµν , σ = − lnF ′(A) . (53)
Hene, the Einstein frame ation is obtained:
SE =
1
2κ2
∫
d4x
√−g
(
R− 3
2
gρσ∂ρσ∂σσ − V (σ)
)
,
V (σ) = eσg
(
e−σ
)− e2σf (g (e−σ)) = A
F ′(A)
− F (A)
F ′(A)2
(54)
Here g (e−σ) is given by solving the equation σ = − ln (1 + f ′(A)) = lnF ′(A) as A = g (e−σ). In terms of f(R) the
potential V (σ) ould be rewritten as
V (σ) =
Af ′(A)− f(A)
(1 + f ′(A))
2 . (55)
For the lass of models with f(R) behaving as in (7), we nd
V (σ) ∼ −2Λ− (n+ 1)α
Rn
, (56)
for large salar urvature. When the urvature is large in the model (7), one gets
σ ∼ αn
Rn+1
. (57)
By ombining (56) and (57), the potential V (σ) is given in terms of σ as:
V (σ) ∼ −2Λ− (n+ 1)α
( σ
αn
)n/(n+1)
. (58)
By omparing (56) with (51) and identifying σ with (φ− φ0)/φ0, we nd
n
n+ 1
= 2− 2
γ
, (59)
or
γ =
2(n+ 1)
n+ 2
. (60)
Sine γ is frational in general, the salar eld σ generates the singularity in (46), whih now orresponds to the
urvature singularity in the Jordan frame. We should note that the urvature in the Einstein frame is in general not
singular.
Let us onsider the realisti models whih unify the early-time ination and late-time aeleration and whih were
introdued in refs. [39, 40℄.
In order to onstrut suh models, the following onditions are used:
• Condition that ination ours:
lim
R→∞
f(R) = −Λi . (61)
Here Λi is an eetive early-time osmologial onstant.
• The ondition that there is at spae-time solution is given as
f(0) = 0 (62)
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• The ondition that late-time aeleration ours should be
f(R0) = −2R˜0 , f ′(R0) ∼ 0 . (63)
Here R0 is the urrent urvature of the universe and we assume R0 > R˜0. Due to the ondition (63), f(R)
beomes almost onstant in the present universe and plays the role of the eetive small osmologial onstant:
Λeff ∼ −f(R0) = 2R˜0.
An example whih satises the onditions (61), (62), and (63) is given by the following ation[39℄:
f(R) = − (R−R0)
2n+1
+R2n+10
f0 + f1
{
(R−R0)2n+1 +R2n+10
} . (64)
Here n is a positive integer.
The onditions (61) and (63) require
R2n+10
f0 + f1R
2n+1
0
= 2R˜0 ,
1
f1
= Λi . (65)
One an show that for the above lass of models, there does not our the singularity or it is diult that the
singularity ours in visible future. We now work in the salar-tensor form or the Einstein frame (54).
In ase of the model in [22℄, in the limit of A = R → +∞, f(A) beomes a small onstant −Λeff orresponding to
the small eetive osmologial onstant in the present universe. In the limit, we nd f ′(A) → 0 and the potential
(55) behaves as in (56) and therefore
V (σ)→ Λeff . (66)
Then the value of V is very small and the urvature singularity ould be easily generated. In the models exhibiting
this kind of singularity due to fat that singularity is at nite distane with urrent energy sale, there was onjetured
[43℄ that neutron stars annot be formed. (This is really onjeture beause the derivation of stars formation follows
the same approximation as in the usual Einstein gravity, atually negleting the higher derivatives terms typial in
F (R)-gravity. This derivation should be reonsidered within the real F (R)-gravity with aount of higher derivative
terms as well as non-linearity what is tehnially not easy task. For instane, the non-linear struture of modied
gravity leads to osillations[44℄ already in the very simple approximation.) The onjeture is that if the density of
the matter beomes nite but large and reahes a ritial value, the urvature singularity ours and the star ould
ollapse. Therefore the star with density larger than the ritial value ould not be formed. As is mentioned above
these simple onsiderations may be not valid with aount of higher derivative terms where star formation proess
should be reonsidered from the very beginning.
On the other hand, for the lass of models satisfying the onditions (61-63) like the model (65), the singularity does
not our easily. For this lass of the models, f ′(R) vanishes at R = R0 and in the limit of R → ∞. When R = R0,
the ondition (61) gives
V (σ)→ 2R˜0 , (67)
whih ould be quite small. Sine the value of R is nite, (67) does not orrespond to any singularity. On the other
hand, in the limit of R→ +∞, by using the ondition (63), we nd
V (σ)→ Λi . (68)
Sine Λi orresponds to the eetive osmologial onstant during the ination, the energy sale is not small, typially
it is the Grand Uniation sale. Therefore the value of V (σ) ould be very large. Then the singularity ould be
generated only at the energy density larger then the energy density orresponding to the ination of the early universe
but it does not our around the energy-density whih is typial for neutron star.
Even for the lass of dark energy models where singularity ours at smaller energies, there is senario to avoid the
singularity proposed in ref.[45℄. Indeed, let us onsider the model where f(R) behaves as
f(R) ∼ f0Rα , (69)
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with onstants f0 and α > 1. If the ideal uid, whih ould be the matter with the onstant EoS parameter w:
p = wρ, ouples with the gravity, when the f(R)-term dominates ompared with the Einstein-Hilbert term, an exat
solution is [45℄
a = a0t
h0 , h0 ≡ 2α
3(1 + w)
,
a0 ≡
[
−6f0h0
ρ0
(−6h0 + 12h20)α−1 {(1− 2α) (1− α)− (2− α)h0}
]
−
1
3(1+w)
. (70)
When α = 1, the result h0 =
2
3(1+w) in the Einstein gravity is reprodued. The eetive EoS parameter weff may be
dened by
h0 =
2
3 (1 + weff)
. (71)
By using (70), one nds
weff = −1 + 1 + w
α
. (72)
Hene, if w is greater than −1 (eetive quintessene or even usual ideal uid with positive w), when α is negative,
we obtain the eetive phantom phase where weff is less than −1. This is dierent from the ase of pure modied
gravity. On the other hand, when α > w + 1 (it an be even positive), weff ould be negative for negative w. Hene,
it follows that modied gravity minimally oupled with usual (or quintessene) matter may reprodue quintessene
(or phantom) evolution phase for dark energy universe in an easier way than without suh oupling.
If we hoose α to be negative in (69), when the urvature is small, the f(R) term beomes dominant ompared
with the Einstein-Hilbert term. Then from (72), we have an eetive phantom even if w > −1. Usually the phantom
generates the Big Rip singularity. However, near the Big Rip singularity, the urvature beomes large and the Einstein-
Hilbert term beomes dominant. In this ase, we have weff ∼ w > −1, whih prevents the Big Rip singularity.
One may add extra term to f(R) (69) as [45, 46℄.
f(R) = f0R
α + f1R
β , (73)
Here we hoose f1 > 0 and β > 1. Then for the large urvature, the seond term ould dominate. Then for the large
urvature, the potential (55) behaves as
V =
β − 2
f1Rβ−2
(74)
Then if 1 < β < 2, the potential is positive and diverges near the urvature singularity R → ∞, whih ould
prevent the urvature singularity even if the singularity is the Big Rip type (Type I) or Type II[46℄ or other softer
singularity[46℄.
Thus, we demonstrated that for large lass of viable F (R)-gravities the nite-time singularity ours in so distant
future that it annot inuene the urrent universe proesses. From another side, there exists the trik introdued in
refs.[45, 46℄ how by adding extra term to modied gravity to remove the singularity.
A. Singularity avoidane in integral modied gravity models
As it is lear from (52), for F ′(R) = 1 + f ′(R) > 0, the square of the eetive gravitational oupling is positive.
However, due to κ2eff ≡ κ2/F ′(A), the theory ould enter an anti-gravity regime. In order to avoid this anti-gravity
problem from the very beginning, we may onsider a model given by
f(R) = −f0
∫ R
0
dRe
−
αR2n1
(R−R1)
2n−
R
βΛi . (75)
Here α, β, f0, and R1 are onstants and we assume 0 < R1 ≪ Λi. In this model, the orretion to the Newton law is
very small. Then by onstrution, as long as 0 < f0 < 1, we nd f
′(R) > −1 or F ′(R) > 0 and therefore there is no
anti-gravity problem. Sine
f(R1) ∼ −f0
∫ R1
0
dRe
−
αR2n1
(R−R1)
2n = −f0An(α)R1 , An(α) ≡
∫ 1
0
dxe−
α
x2n , (76)
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and −f(R1) ould be identied with the eetive osmologial onstant 2R˜0, we nd
f0An(α)R1 = R˜0 . (77)
Note that An(0) = 1, An(+∞) = 0, and A′(x) < 0. On the other hand, sine
f(+∞) ∼
∫
∞
0
dRe
−
R
βΛi = −f0βΛi , (78)
and −f(+∞) ould be identied with the eetive osmologial onstant at the inationary epoh, Λi, we nd
f0β = 1 . (79)
Then the onditions (61) and (63) are satised. The ondition (61) is, of ourse, satised by onstrution (75). As
disussed around Eq.(68), as long as Λi ould be large enough, the potential beomes large when the salar urvature
R is large and there ould not our or ould be diult to realize the singularity. We also note that if we add the
seond term f1R
β
with 1 < β < 2 in (73), the singularity is ompletely removed sine the potential diverges in the
limit of R → ∞. Thus, for large lass of viable modied gravity models the singularity maybe easily removed by
adding of extra term whih is atually relevant at the early universe. Moreover,the typial energy sales of neutron
star and singularity formation proess (above the ination sale) are at large distanes and they are not relevant for
eah other.
IV. THE SINGULARITY PROBLEM IN f(R)-VIABLE-MODELS
In this setion, we are going to disuss the urvature singularity problem that aets several infrared-modied f(R)
model[22℄. As we have said above, onsidering f(R) 6= R-gravity means that a new salar degree of freedom has to
be taken into aount. Conformal transformations of the metri an be used to make it expliit in the ation [48, 49℄.
For our goals, we onsider a lass of f(R)-models whih do not ontain osmologial onstant and are expliitly
designed to satisfy osmologial and Solar-System onstraints. In pratie, we hoose a lass of funtional forms
of f(R) apable of mathing, in priniple, observational data [50℄. First of all, any viable osmologial model have
to reprodue the CMBR onstraints in the high-redshift regime. Seondly, it should give rise to an aelerated
expansion, at low redshift, aording to the ΛCDM model. Thirdly, these models should give rise to a large mass for
the salaron [52℄ in the high-density region where loal gravity experiments are arried out. In suh a regime, the
perturbation in R an be larger than the bakground value R0, whih means that the linear approximation to derive
the Newtonian eetive gravitational onstant in a spherially symmetri spaetime eases to be valid [53, 54℄. In the
non-linear regime with a heavy salaron mass, however, it is known that a spherially symmetri body has a thin-shell
[22, 26, 53, 55℄ through so alled the hameleon mehanism [56, 57℄ (see also Ref. [58, 61℄). When a thin-shell is
formed, an eetive oupling that mediates the fth fore gets smaller. This allows the possibility that the f(R)
models whih have a large salaron mass in the high-density region an be ompatible with loal gravity experiments.
Then there should be suient degrees of freedom in the parameterization to enompass low redshift phenomena (e.g.
the large sale struture) aording to the observations [51℄. Finally, small deviations from GR should be onsistent
with Solar System tests. All these requirements suggest that we have to assume the limits
lim
R→∞
f(R) = constant, (80)
lim
R→0
f(R) = 0, (81)
whih are satised by a general lass of broken power law models, as those proposed in [22℄
fHS(R) = −λRc
(
R
Rc
)2n
(
R
Rc
)2n
+ 1
, (82)
Sine f(R = 0) = 0, the osmologial onstant has to disappear in a at spaetime. The parameters {n, λ, Rc} are
onstants whih should be determined by experimental bounds.
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Other interesting models with similar features have been studied in [23, 24, 39, 40℄. In all these models, a de-Sitter
stability point, responsible for the late-time aeleration, exists for R = R1 (> 0), where R1 is derived by solving the
equation R1f,R(R1) = 2f(R1) [59℄.
In the region R≫ Rc, model (82) behaves as
fhybrid1(R) ≃ −λRc
[
1− (Rc/R)2s
]
, (83)
where s is a positive onstant. The model approahes ΛCDM in the limit R/Rc →∞.
Finally, let also onsider the lass of models [20, 21, 26℄
fhybrid2(R) = −λRc
(
R
Rc
)q
. (84)
Also in this ase λ, q and Rc are positive onstants (note that n, s and q have to onverge toward the same values to
math the observations). We do not onsider the models whit negative q, beause they suer for instability problems
assoiated with negative f,RR [25℄.
A. The role of onformal transformations
Conformal transformations an play a key role to lassify singularities in modied gravity (apart from general
lassiation presented in seond setion). As we have shown in above setion, at sale Rc and beyond, the expansion
rate of the Universe is set primarily by the matter density, just as in standard osmology, with small orretions.
One the loal urvature drops below Rc, aording to the hameleon mehanism, the expansion rate feels the eet
of modied gravity. The spaetime urvature, on the other hand, is ontrolled by the further salar degree of freedom
σ whih gravity aquires. It obeys the usual salar eld equation with potential V (σ), the shape of whih is diretly
determined by funtion f(R), and a driving term from the trae of matter stress-energy tensor. But a problem omes
out at this point: it turns out that preisely those funtions f(R) that lead to Einstein-like gravity ation in the
large urvature regime, yield a potential V with an unproteted urvature singularity. (Note that just just the same
ours for number of realisti quintessene dark enrgies.) Let us onsider, for example, the model (82) whih has been
onstruted to avoid linear instabilities. The onformal transformation gives σ = − ln(1 + f ′(R)) = − lnF ′(R) with
the potential dened in Eq.(55). For the model (82), the salar eld σ is given by
σ(x) = − ln
(
2− 2nx
2n−1λ
(x2n + 1)2
)
(85)
where the ross-over urvature sale Rc an be reabsorbed into a resaling of oordinate (whih an be assumed
dimensionless and an be measured in length units orresponding to Rc). Suitable oordinates are x =
R
Rc
> 0 and
Rc ∼ ρg ∼ 10−24 g/m3 for the Galati density in the Solar viinity and Rc ∼ ρg ∼ 10−29 g/m3 for the present
osmologial density. For the large urvature limit R→ ±∞, we have that σ = −0.70 while, for R→ 0, it orresponds
to σ = −0.70, whih gives us a hint that the potential is going to be a multi-valued funtion. For R → 1, we have
σ = 0. We have V (σ)→∞ for R→ 1, then it is singular for this urvature value, while for R→∞, we have V (σ) = 2
and at spaetime in the limit R→ 0. The analyti expression is
V (σ(x)) =
x2
(
x2n − 2n+ 1) (xn + x3n)2 λ
(2(x− nλ)x2n + x4n+1 + x)2 . (86)
For our goals, it is important to study the trend of the potential and of the eld σ through a parametri plot of two
funtions with respet to x = RRc . In this way, singularities an be easily identied (see Fig. 4).
For the hybrid-1 model, σ assumes the form
σ = − ln
(
2− 2s
(
1
x
)2s+1
λ
)
. (87)
>From Fig.5, for λ = 2 and s = 1, we an see that we have σ = 0 in the limit R→ −∞ and σ →∞ for R = 0.
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Figure 4: Qualitative evolution of the salar degree of freedom for the model (82) in two dimensions {V (σ), σ} and in three
dimension {V (σ), σ, x} with λ = 2 and n = 1.
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Figure 5: Plot of Eq.(87) for λ = 2 and s = 1.
The eetive potential is
V (σ) =
x2s+2
(
x2s − 2s− 1)λ
(x2s+1 − 2sλ)2 , (88)
and, from a rapid inspetion of Fig. 6 with λ = 2 and s = 1, we have V = 2 for R→ ±∞.
Finally, let us analyze the model (84). The salar eld assumes the form
σ = − ln
(
qλ
(
1
x
)q+1
+ 2
)
(89)
and then σ → −∞ for R→ 0.
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Figure 6: Plot of Eq.(88) for λ = 2 and s = 1.
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Figure 7: Plot of Eq.(89) for λ = 2 and q = 1.
The potential is
V (σ) =
(q + 1)xq+2λ
(xq+1 + qλ)2
(90)
whih gives V = 0 for R→ ±∞ and for R = 0. As onluding remark, we an say that the onformal transformations
allow to reast the singularity problem in terms of the salar eld and its potential. This fat suggests an easier
interpretation of the singularities, at least, in some spei ases.
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Figure 9: Parametri plot of Eqs.(90) and (89) for λ = 2 and q = 1.
B. Singularities vs Chameleon mehanism
In order to ompare these results, we an take into aount another approah where the matter oupling is onsidered
as also been studied already from Sami et al. [60℄. This allows to ompare singularities with density sale and ould
be partiularly useful to onstrut models where nite singularities are avoided at infrared sales.
Starting again with ation (1) whih leads to the equations of motion (2), the evolution of the salar degree of
freedom is given by the trae:
2F (R)−RF ′(R)− 3F ′(R) = −κ
2
2
T . (91)
Another onvenient way to dene the salar funtion σ is
σ ≡ F ′(R)− 1, (92)
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Figure 10: Qualitative parametri plot of the evolution of the salaron potential V vs σ and x for n = 1 and λ = 1 in two and
three dimensions for the model (82).
whih is expressed through Rii salar one F (R) is speied. We an write the trae equation (equation (3)) in the
term of V and T as
σ =
dV
dσ
+
κ2
6
T . (93)
The potential an be evaluated using the following relation
dV
dR
=
dV
dσ
dσ
dR
=
1
3
(2F (R)− F ′(R)R)F ′′(R). (94)
then V (σ) is given by the pair of funtions {σ(R), V (R)}. Let us onsider now the model (82) as also is showed in
[60℄. The salar eld σ is given by
σ(R) = − 2nx
2n−1λ
(x2n + 1)
2 . (95)
We an ompute V (R) for a given value of n. In the ase of n = 1 and λ = 1, we have
V =
1
24
(
−3x7 − 24x6 + 21x5 − 56x4 + 11x3 − 40x2 + 3x− 8
(x2 + 1)
4 − 3 tan−1(x)
)
(96)
where x = R/Rc. In the FRW bakground, the trae equation an be rewritten in the onvenient form
σ¨ + 3Hσ˙ +
dV
dσ
= −κ
2
6
ρ. (97)
The eetive salar potential is plotted in Fig. 10 for λ = 1, and it is multivalued indeed. It has a minimum
depending on the values of n and λ. For generi values of the parameters, the minimum of the potential is lose to
σ = 0, orresponding to innitely large urvature R = ±∞. Thus, while the eld is evolving towards the minimum, it
evolves osillating towards a singular point. We have a stable de Sitter minimum and an unstable de Sitter maximum.
The point R → 0 orresponds to a at spaetime, whih, although a solution for the model, is unstable. Cusps that
our at R = ±1/√3 are ritial points with f ′′ = 0. However, depending upon the values of the parameters, we an
hoose a nite range of initial onditions for whih salar eld σ evolves to the minimum of the potential without
hitting the singularity. Note again, that as it was demonstrated in seond setion, it is just manifestation of II Type
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Figure 11: Cosmologial behavior of the salar eld σ as given in Eq. (97) plotted vs the osmologial time in presene of
matter (left) and without matter (right). It is possible to note that the matter ontribution hanges the loal behavior towards
t = 0.
nite-time singularity. In Fig. 11, the osmologial behavior of σ is plotted. It is lear the ontribution of matter in
hanging the loal behavior.
The time-time omponent of the equation of motion (2) gives the Hubble equation
H2 +
d(lnF ′(R))
dt
H +
1
6
F (R)− F (R)R
f ′(R)
= −κ
2
6
ρ. (98)
The Einstein gravity is reovered in the limit f ′ = 1 . The piture of dynamis whih appears here is the following:
above infrared sale (Rc), the expansion rate is set by the matter density and one the loal urvature falls below Rc
the expansion rate gets the eets of modied gravity.
For pressureless dust, the eetive potential presents an extremum at
2F (R)−RF ′(R) = −κ
2
2
ρ . (99)
For viable late time osmologies, the eld evolves near the minimum of the eetive potential. The nite-time
singularity, whih ours for the lass of models under onsideration, severely onstrains the eld dynamis.
C. Adding higher urvature orretions to ure singularities
It is well-known that for large urvature regimes, the quantum eets beome important leading to higher urvature
orretions. Then the program of this paper an be enhaned by onsidering if higher urvature orretions (as is
already stressed in third setion) added to the original models an solve the singularity problem. In general, higher
urvature orretions hange the struture of the eetive potential around the singularity [60℄. Keeping this in mind,
let us onsider the modiation of the model (82). Although we fous on a spei model, similar results hold for the
models of the lasses onsidered here. In osmology, higher urvature orretions appear as Lagrangian ontributions
like L = α2R2 + α3R3 + · · · , and so the most natural hoie for the leading order term is αR2/R2c .1 It is well-known
that the R2 - term may be responsible for ination in the early Universe if Rc is set to be at inationary sale [60℄.
In the ase whih we are onsidering, we have
F (R) = − λ(
R
Rc
)2n
( RRc )
2n + 1
+ α
R2
R2c
+
R
Rc
, (100)
then the eld σ beomes
σ(R) = 2
R
Rc
α− 2nλ
( RRc )
2n+1 + RRc
+
2nλ
R
Rc
(
( RRc )
2n + 1
)2 (101)
1
Higher order orretions naturally inlude terms like RµνR
µν
, but in this paper we fous on the f(R)-type modied gravity and hene
simply assume that the orretions are also given by a funtion of the Rii salar.
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Figure 12: Parametri plot of the eetive potential for n = 2, λ = 2 and α = 1/2 in presene of R2 orretion in two and
three dimensions for the model (82).
When |R| is large in modulus, the rst term whih omes from αR2 dominates. In this ase, the urvature singularity
R = ±∞ orresponds to σ = ±∞. Hene, by this modiation, the minimum of the eetive potential is separated
from the urvature singularity by the innite distane in the {σ, V (σ)} plane.
For n = 2, λ = 2 and α = 0.5, we have a large range of the initial ondition for whih the salar eld evolves to the
minimum of the potential as shown in Fig. 12. In onlusion, the introdution of R2 term formally allows to avoid
the singularity as it was suggested earlier also in [37, 45, 46℄.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have disussed the future nite-time singularities whih an, in priniple, appear in dark energy
universe oming from modied gravity as well as in other dark energy theories. Considering f(R) gravity models that
satisfy osmologial viability onditions (hameleon mehanism), it is possible to show that nite-time singularities
emerge in several ases. Suh singularities an be lassied aording to the values of the sale fator a(t), the
density ρ and the pressure p as done in Set.II. To avoid the singularities, suitable boundary onditions have to be
imposed whih depend, in general, from the parameters of the model as seen in Set.III. It is interesting that in
stati spherially-symmetri spaetime the nite-time singularity manifests itself as singularity at some spei value
of urvature.
Besides, the problem an be analyzed by onsidering the mass of an auxiliary salar eld oming from the further
degrees of freedom of f(R)-gravity. Suh a salar eld is heavy in the high-urvature regime whose density is muh
larger than the present osmologial density. Suh a eld allows to study the singularity problem using the onformal
transformations. In this ase, we have to onsider singularities of the salar eld and the related eetive potential
and try to see if they an be avoided in the onformal piture. For example, the most striking feature of the potential
in Figure 4, and the ore of the problem for infrared-modied f(R) models, is that urvature singularity is at a nite
distane both in eld and energy values. The salar eld σ diretly feels the matter distribution; for suitable values
of the parameters, the fore is direted to the right, and drives the eld σ up the wall toward innite urvature. The
harateristi sale of the potential V (σ) is the urvature Rc whih is of the same order of magnitude of the today
observed osmologial onstant. Suh a value is extremely low ompared to the matter densities we enounter at loal
Solar System and Galati sales. Given the sales involved, it is easy to drive the salar eld in order to jump the
potential well onsidering the dynamis of standard matter whih ould ause atastrophi urvature singularity. If
this were to happen, this is in ontrast with any viable model. Similarly, matter with suiently sti equation of state
an destabilize the model by driving the eld to unstable points. It is also remarkable that even in at spaetime,
some lasses of the lassial potential may bring the theory to nite-time singularity.
Finally we have disussed the possibility to address and solve the singularity problem adopting higher-urvature
20
orretions. In suh a way, the future osmologial era has no singularity as it was demonstrated earlier in [37, 45, 46℄.
Then, it also does not manifest itself in spherially-symmetri spaetime. The interesting result of this analysis is the
fat that nite-time singularities, whih present in some modied gravity, may not inuene the onjetured problem
with relativisti star formation indiated in ref.[43℄. Of ourse, this fat depends on the spei harateristis of the
adopted modied gravity model whih an be even totally free of future, nite-time singularities.
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